
Through a small door sat recessed within a heavy-set wall, white gloss painted walls hang and fold
down into a space punctuated by several black gloss coated doors. Tonal sound fills the space in
pockets and holes that shift and move. Directly opposite is a single prefabricated white metal panel
filled with polyurethane and secured with bolts via white powder-coated metal brackets to the
concrete floor. Fixed frontally to this is a small white powder-coated, wall-mounted heater powered
by a single small, dark grey and lime green box with digital display also powering a small ceramic
pink, white and green house-shaped object containing a light bulb. Mounted to the right are two tall
long black speakers, a bit too close together, from which emit the aforementioned sounds. At a
distance and facing these, are three more prefabricated white metal panels filled with polyurethane
and secured with bolts via white powder-coated metal brackets to the concrete floor. Each panel
contains one single plug power supply that runs, with white coated electrical cable, to multiple
adapters set into white surface-mounted wall sockets. Two of these panels have small black plastic
moulded lanterns attached to them, the white coated cables for which run to the plug points of
another. Running behind and parallel to these, a row of forty ceramic objects with black text printed
on them are wrapped in pairs in an abundance of red heart and clear cellophane with a combination
of oversized pull bows and light pink and red curled ribbon that sits, entrail-like, at the base of each
object. Set back against this line, are a further two larger prefabricated white metal panels filled
with polyurethane and secured with bolts via white powder-coated metal brackets into the concrete
floor. Both panels contain small fixed double-glazed windows with vents and double plug power
supplies that each run with white coated electrical cable to single adapters set into white surface-
mounted wall sockets. On the back of one panel, mounted low and close, is a large monitor screen
running a video file from a small concealed media player, the cables of which are held together with
a combination of cable ties and an unlocked heart-shaped padlock. To power this equipment, a long
white lead folds around to reach the power source of the second panel. The sockets of the first panel
remain unused and covered. Also featured, hung low on the white gloss walls are 272 close-cropped
images taken over the years 2017, 2018, 2019 inclusive. 
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